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PRE SAFETY READINESS CHECKS (TRAINING)
(PSARC-T): A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER
It works. At long last we have discovered a system of practicable, engaging and helpful training before a ship
enters the regeneration process. What do I speak of? PSARC-T. And a couple of other changes too…
So what was the old system? Well up until a year or so, an RFA was assigned 14-odd weeks to get from exiting a
refit yard to the end of BOST. And we all know how challenging that process was. Now we have 18 weeks, not
quite enough in my opinion, but definitely a step forward. Within that 18 weeks is the new PSARC-T process which
occurs before SARC, FDE/I and BOST.
TDRE was the 3rd, and latest, ship to trial the process in early June. Essentially a small FOST(S) team embark to
undertake tight-knit group training activity – principally focused on fire-fighting, HEO, command and control,
engineering, medical and ‘train the trainer’ outputs. Because it’s small groups, it means that the wider repair,
maintenance and contractor support activity can continue largely unhindered. And our people don’t feel
overwhelmed by FOST(S) checklists and difficult questions – it’s unassessed training – with Q&A going back and
forth until a person feels comfortable and understands what is required of them. And then we put it into practice
by ‘doing it’. I asked everyone after the event what they would change to make the PSARC-T process better; the
answer was nothing! It works. The proof will be in the pudding of course next month when TDRE undertakes SARC
proper; but at this moment everyone is confident that they have enough skillsets, and enough practice, to achieve
the challenging SARC standards. What else has changed? Well our stores prioritization for a start. Rather than
being at the bottom of the priority list until FDE, we are now viewed as a ‘normal’ ship from SSMOB1. So that
means a 2-month head start on stores ordering prioritization. And then there’s FRAD1 – a formal discussion
between ship staff, Cluster Owners, NCHQ and Abbeywood where we agree whether a ship is, or is not, ready to
start the force generation process. As an example, at their respective FRADs, both TSPG and FTVR were given 3-4
weeks of additional time to resolve troublesome defects.
So there we have it. Some really helpful positive steps to make the challenging regeneration process slightly less
challenging. Enjoy the ride! - Captain(X) C.G Clarke MBE RFA TIDERACE
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RFA TIDESPRING Phalanx overhaul

OPERATIONAL UPDATE FROM DACOS AFSUP
Well that was a quick 4 months, so now ready for some well-earned leave……. oh, I see. Thanks for the positive
feedback after the last Cascade Brief and the number of people saying remember Rob – ‘It’s about the money’, shows
that some people are happy to beat me with my own stick. The COVID 19 cheque still isn’t in and that is going to be
expensive, alongside eyewatering savings measures these create a ‘challenging’ future, not just for AFSUP but for
the wider Navy. There are difficult decisions ahead and you will hear numerous ‘options’ being discussed – that is
exactly what they are. Some of these options may come to fruition, but we are looking at opportunities as well as
the threats. The RFA does deliver and we are cheaper than alternatives, there are always the snipers from within
our own ranks who will consistently send out portents of doom, but there are some exciting opportunities ahead
and if we can seize them – it will provide some more diverse opportunities throughout the organisation.
COVID 19 is still there and has moved from Crisis to Living with COVID. I am sure that you are all aware of the
sensitivities as public servants that we have when discussing government policy. It has been challenging and we
have had to try and highlight our distinct nature – the Merchant Seafarer application involved the Commodore and
Captain Selby having to write numerous notes. COVID 19 will continue to be a challenge and we do not
underestimate the difficult process of consistently reassuring our people. The Commodore has throughout
maintained the people first outlook and the Trade Unions have been very supportive with how we have dealt with
the issue. It must be admitted that mistakes have on occasions been made, but we have taken very prompt action
to rectify these at the earliest opportunity.
A more sensitive issue is that of bullying and harassment, an issue that I am sure many of you will provide the same
answer that I did when in Command – ‘it doesn’t happen on my ship’. There are currently 4 instances of harassment
and inappropriate behaviour that the Commodore is dealing with, and I put this under the bracket of Moral
Component of Operational Capability. I deliberately omit the e as this is about morals – what is right, not morale. I
raise awareness of the 4 incidents to provide reassurance to individuals that if something is wrong and it is reported
– we will take it seriously and we will act. I have been told of Line Managers excusing complaints and stating that –
‘that’s just the way it is.’ – just to reassure people ‘it isn’t’. If you witness bullying or harassment and you do nothing
about it, you are as bad as the bully. If someone reports a bullying incident to you and you fail to act, you are failing
in your leadership role and you are showing a lack of moral courage. I am reassured that we are now getting reports
of bullying and harassment, as the first step in resolving an issue is identifying that it exists.
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RFA LYMEBAY bridge team in the South Coast

OPERATIONAL UPDATE FROM DACOS AFSUP
(CONTINUED)
I know that this is very much preaching to the choir in most areas. It is hoped that the wider RFA as well as COs will
read this and see we are not just talking the talk, but we are doing something about this and want to make the RFA
a great place to work for everybody.
Moving on to the main reason for this update; what have the ships done over the past 2 months. RFA FORT VICTORIA
has striven to get through OST, though we have obviously had to tailor her programme due to COVID 19. The ship’s
crew have worked hard to achieve the standards and though there are areas for improvement and the ship will
probably require some training downstream – the key is that she has been conducting solid support replenishments
and this bodes well for her future programme. This programme has very senior engagement and these wins build
confidence in our ability to deliver – the key is that none of this would have been achievable without the hard work
of those individuals onboard. The challenges that they have overcome are recognised.
A lot of the flotilla is now in for maintenance, LYME BAY, MOUNTS BAY and WAVE KNIGHT, TIDESURGE are in
Falmouth and Birkenhead respectively and output has been consistent. Despite COVID 19 challenges LYME and
MOUNTS are on track, but it is acknowledged that there may be delays and cost escalations due to COVID. MOUNTS
should be out of drydock soon, with LYME pretty much ‘hot bunking’. WAVE KNIGHT could also be slightly delayed,
but this also due to issues on ballast tanks that are arising.
TIDERACE has left Birkenhead and we are in a strange position of being on the cusp of being able to operate more
tankers during a crisis than we did pre-COVID, a really good example of our availability (a very senior watchword right
now). TIDESPRING has just about completed AMP and equipment fit and is about to take up operational flying
training. TIDEFORCE continues as the on-call tanker filling in as a short notice reactive and FOST duties where
possible. RFA ARGUS has continued her duties to be ready to support the Caribbean in case of COVID outbreak, in
the side-lines she has rolled out HADR training and undertaken counter narcotics operations. The age-old identity
crisis still lingers, but there really is a growing recognition as to who she is and what she does. It needs to be pointed
out though, that if we in the RFA don’t put ourselves forward in front of a camera when we get the opportunity, we
will be eclipsed by those less reticent to promote themselves.
The 2 AFSH remain alongside with WAVE RULER in extended readiness. There are very difficult decisions to be made
over the coming year. I appreciate that I have covered a lot – and sincerely hope that my tone hasn’t been
patronising, as ever my job is to support you all at sea and if I can help in any way – or if you think I have the wrong
point of view please feedback your thoughts. Stay safe - and I think I’ll get back to the money……..
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RFA MOUNTS BAY in the dock at A&P Falmouth

SHIPS, SHIPS, EVERYWHERE!!!
RFA Mounts Bay arrived in Falmouth on a sunny Friday 27th March, with HMS Scott already alongside. This of
course came 4 days after the PMs announcement about COVID 19 and isolation measures had come into place.
This whole situation put the Cluster Support Team down in Falmouth to the test.
As a team of 7 MOD Staff, we have had to maintain our usual effectiveness but with 50% of the team working
from home in order to keep redundancy - to parachute in if any of the on-site team developed symptoms - Break
Glass in event of coughing! Amid the unexpected way of life that COVID 19 has brought, the team down here at
Falmouth have met with some interesting challenges.Firstly HMS Scott - She was due to start FTSP (similar to an
RFAs AMP) in Charleston until The President shut all doors, and she had to make a hard right and head towards
Falmouth. This was the first time since A&P Falmouth won the contract for HMS Scott in 2019 that she had made
her grand entrance. This FTSP was also a large work programme in a short period of time, which included a Dry
Dock. Luckily, we have an onsite Subject Matter Expert in WO1 Chris Sykes, who works on the Fleet Time Support
Team, to assist the Staff Team to achieve a successful FTSP, keeping morale (as can be seen in the photo below)
and getting HMS Scott back out the door to pick up her summer programme.
Then came Lyme Bay, who was put on short notice to activate for COVID Deployment. This meant she came
rushing into Falmouth for defect rectification, giving a few short days to get as many defects rectified as possible
in the event that she would be deployed where she couldn't get immediate support. Both Stores and Contractors
had to be redirected, whilst at the same time following all Social Distancing protocols - but luckily, we had a Stores
Donor next door, which leads me onto Mounts Bay...
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Top: AMR1 shell opening for the extraction of the old chilled water plant and the new chilled water plant at Van
Halteren’s factory

SHIPS, SHIPS, EVERYWHERE!!!
(CONTINUED)
The timely de-store and subsequent start of Refit of Mounts Bay was next on the agenda. Once she arrived on
the 27th March, we were still aiming for a 6th April start date, but due to COVID 19 restrictions, there was a 10
day delay to the 16th, so Ship's staff had to pull together and work exceptionally hard to get the ship de-stored
as best they could. This Refit is Mounts Mid Life upgrade, which includes upgrades on the Galley, Chilled Water
Plans, Sewage Treatment Plant, Converters, Accommodation, to name just a few. This isn't even considering the
integral works that are normally completed during a Refit; Painting, Tank Inspections, Engine Overhauls etc. As
aforementioned, the Refit started on the 16th April, where Mounts Bay officially was handed over to A&P
Falmouth to start. We are now at the end of week 2, and there has already been some big successes - the flight
deck is now ready for blasting, all tanks are empty and ready for entry and the old Chilled Water Plants are ready
for removal.
All of this whilst dealing with the myriad of COVID 19 restrictions as well as maintaining continued support to
both Cardigan Bay and Argus, who although not in UK Waters, still require 24-hour stores and engineering
support.
CST Moral ? Morale? Boost
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MCCLOUD JUDGEMENT - PENSIONS
In 2015 the Government introduced reforms to public service pensions, meaning most public sector workers were
moved into new pension schemes in 2015. Most civil servants were moved into the alpha pension scheme. In
December 2018, the Court of Appeal ruled that the ‘transitional protection’ offered to some members of the
judges’ and firefighters’ schemes, as part of the reforms, gave rise to unlawful discrimination. The details of the
ruling are available on following link below: https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/lordchancellor-v-mcloud-and-ors-judgment.pdf
On 15 July 2019 the Chief Secretary to the Treasury made a written ministerial statement confirming that, as
‘transitional protection’ was offered to members of all the main public service pension schemes, the difference in
treatment will need to be removed across all those schemes for members with relevant service. A copy of the
statement is available via the following link: https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questionsanswers-statements/written-statement/Commons/2019-07-15/HCWS1725/.
The discrimination that has been identified in the public service schemes arises between the different treatment
between members in these categories:
1. those individuals who were members of pre-2015 public service schemes as at 31 March 2012 and were fully
transitionally protected by remaining in that scheme after 1 April 2015 (as a result of being 10 years within their
normal pension age);
2. those who were members of the pre-2015 schemes as at 31 March 2012 and were not treated as fully
transitionally protected and moved to new post-2015 arrangements on or after 1 April 2015.
For the civil service the pre-2015 schemes are; classic, classic plus, premium and nuvos and the post-2015 scheme
is alpha.
Legal process - updated March 2020
Employment Tribunals will oversee the process of agreeing a remedy for claimants. The government has agreed
to an interim declaration with claimants in a number of cases and the declarations mean that the claimants in
those cases are entitled to be treated as members of the appropriate pre-2015 schemes.
However, this is not straightforward as simply returning all relevant members to the pre-2015 schemes would
cause detriment for some members. There are many individuals who were in post as at the 31 March 2012 that
are expected to be better off in the post-2015 scheme.
Changes to legislation will be necessary to deliver the commitment to remove the discrimination from all public
service pension schemes whilst ensuring that members can instead keep the benefits that they have earned to
date.
Please be assured that the pension you have earned to date is safe. Further information is available on the
following link:https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/writtenstatement/Commons/2020-03-25/HCWS187/
The Government was undertaking valuations of public service pensions including assessing the cost of schemes
against the ‘cost cap’, which could have resulted in automatic changes to employee contributions or benefits. In
January 2019, the government announced a pause to the cost control mechanism in public service pension
schemes, due to uncertainty about benefit entitlements arising from the McCloud judgment. In March 2020, the
government confirmed that alongside its proposals later in the year for addressing discrimination, the
government will also provide an update on the cost control mechanism. If you wish to review the January 2019
written ministerial statement it can be found at:https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/writtenquestions-answers-statements/written-statement/Commons/2019-01-30/HCWS1286/
Further information can be found in the https://www.civilservicepensionscheme.org.uk/members/mccloudjudgment/mccloud-faqs/
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RFA TIDERACE bunk making skills at their best

RFA HR MANAGER UPDATE
With the continuing Covid19 situation both of my teams RFA Absence and RFA Casework have dispersed to their
homes to work. We are doing our best to keep to our business outputs within timelines as stated in our policies
and processes. But with connectivity issues, delays may occur. We will keep employees informed if this is the
case.
For any meetings required to be held following the Sick Absence Process, employees will be contacted and a
skype meeting will be arranged. Instruction will be provided on how to dial in. Other alternative arrangements
can be made if necessary.
Any employee requiring an Occupational Health (OH) referral or follow up consultation they will still be
contacted by Optima by telephone. All face to face meetings have been suspended. Please if you need to
contact the absence team can you please use their multiuser account. NAVYPERSRFAAbsenceTeam@mod.gov.uk
At the end of April and not quite the send-off we wished for, Sue Tweddle has now retired from the Civil
Service. Sue had been with the RFA for over 20 years working in the Medical area. We wish her a long and
happy retirement. The Absence Team now consists of Debbie Stockley and Yvonne Westall, and I am pleased to
announce Elizabeth Smith joined the team mid-May.
Case Management Team which oversees; Grievances, Complaints, Harassment and Bullying and Misconduct
cases are using the Skype facility to hold meeting/interviews or other alternative arrangements can be made if
necessary. Lorna Baker – Case Management Team Leader has moved roles. The post is gapped but will be
covered by other colleagues within the team. Please send any emails for Caroline Hunt to; NAVY PERS-RFA CASE
MANAGEMENT (MULTIUSER) NAVYPERS-RFACASEMANAGEMENT@mod.gov.uk
If you need to contact either Philip John or Dan Campbell in regard to any investigation matter or general vetting
enquiries for SC/DV’s please use this multiuser account; NAVYPERS-RFAINVESTIGATIONS@mod.gov.uk
My teams are extremely busy and working hard to ensure all our employees are kept informed and will
endeavour to respond to any email they receive within an acceptable timeframe. If you are experiencing any
problems please email me alison.woodgate244@mod.gov.uk so I can assist you. DACOS Pers Ops
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Left to right: Fuel pumps, rockers and pushrods removed, Yuk: Luboil drain tank, Nice Job: Drain tank after cleaning

Left to right: Crank case doors open for dry sump cleaning and Engine LO system flush

‘TESTING GEAR’: A ROUTINE REPETITIVE TASK – OF
WHICH WE HAVE MANY
RFA TIDERACE was inching ever closer to refit sail-away; on the day prior to Contractor Sea Trials, we were in touching
distance… Only (another) routine test gear was required and we would be away.
During local propulsion checks of the Main Engines and Main Generators we always conduct emergency speed
control tests. A few seconds after starting the Port Aft Main Diesel Engine, and letting it run up to idling speed of 390
RPM, I heard a ‘knocking’ sound around No.2 unit as I did my local checks and walk-around; something was up, that
didn’t sound right, I need to pause the work and investigate. A fellow 2/O (E) was in the vicinity and I called him over
to confirm I wasn’t imagining things; he confirmed the sound too. And so, we stopped the engine… The rocker cover
was removed to inspect the valve tappets of No.2 unit and then we removed the cam inspection door. This is where
we found heavy pitting of both the exhaust cam and the tappet roller. Metallic material could also be seen at the
bottom of the camshaft bay. Talking to the [Wartsila] OEM and MEO afterwards, if the Main Engine had been run
further with the fault un-noticed, this could have caused a disruption to the LO supply which would have potentially
seized the exhaust valve open. This could have resulted in destroying the turbo charger or, even more worryingly,
causing a crankcase explosion; expensive, fatal or both.
To rectify the defect - a 2-week job - a new cam section was fitted along with new tappet rollers. The crankcase and
sump tank were professionally cleaned to remove any unwanted particulates from the lubricating oil and the sump
tank has been replenished with clean, fresh oil. A four day flush and filtration of all lubricating oil systems relating to
the main engine was then undertaken. Once complete the engine was tested on-load with a further inspection of
the replaced Cam Section as witnessed by LR surveyor with no further defects found. Job done.
So what? Seafaring is full of routine repetitive tasks. And regular rounds - using your eyes, nose, mouth, ears, touch
and other senses – is one of them.
Thank goodness we still do them! By 3/O(E) Max Squire
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Team ARGUS - The joint RFA, PRN and (Tailored Air Group) TAG Supply Chain teams work very closely together
ensuring not only the ship is fully supported but also the 3 x 845 Merlins, the 1 x 815 Wildcat along with the ship’s
Medical Role 1 and Role 3 PCRF capabilities.

RFA LOGS UPDATE
I would like to express my thanks and recognition for the work you have been ready to provide with mitigation
measures to manage the risk to ships staff from the COVID-19 virus. It goes without saying that by nature of LS
Branch outputs with medical advice, accommodation cleanliness and catering that you have been directly
responsible for ensuring all reasonable measures are implemented within daily routines to enhance the safety of
ships staff. I am aware that this has included providing services for those in on board isolation and quarantine
(new joiners local measure: FTVR) and maintaining social distancing where practicable for catering areas
minimising personal contact. I thank you for your professionalism in coping with what is an unprecedented
situation in a difficult on board environment.
Well done to all!
Captain Simon Jordan Head of LS Specialisation

USE OF SILICA GEL IN MAGAZINE LOCKERS
Magazine Lockers fitted to both RFA and RN units have been experiencing an issue with mould growth. It has
been identified that this is occurring in the new type lockers fitted with light coloured wood. There is a long-term
solution that is being progressed, however in the interim, Ships should look to utilise silica gel packs to assist in
preventing mould growth. These packs should be replaced at regular intervals and when an empty locker is going
to be used to stow ammunition.
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RFA LOGS UPDATE (CONTINUED)
RFA Force Generation SO1 – C/O Robin Frost:
RFA FORT AUSTIN & RFA FORT ROSALIE will shortly commence their Un-Stow as their operational status moves to
R11U; this 100-day process will see naval stores returning back in to the MOD inventory via the supply chain
system, requiring additional personnel to ensure FTRO remains in a ‘cold state’ while FTAU is preserved with
humidifiers to assist with her regeneration if activated. Included in the Un-Stow process will be the opportunity to
share consumable items around the Fleet and make use of OP Lewis – Return of Consumable Items.
Op Lewis Return & Re-Distribution of Consumables – a Fleet wide project to make use of un-used A1 stock
consumable items that are no longer required on board vessels by returning to a central point for re-distribution.
Further information will be forwarded to units in due course and can be found on MODNET.
Navy Spt Logs are in the process of carrying out a review of the current CMT – the question-set for Tier 1 & Tier 2
is under review as is the Supersession question set. Once CMT has been updated, all LSOs & C/POs will be
informed.
OP Kindle – The issue of GSRs and clothing to Individual Personal Holding Records (PHR) – Due to an on-going
technical issue with MJDI Deployed & MJDI Central MIS (Java issues), this has been put on hold until resolved.
We have seen an increase of losses reported to Tier 3 as a result of AinU musters not being correctly completed
within the time-scales or signing for items without sighting them – All Supply Chain personnel are to ensure that
new AinU custodians complete the AinU muster process promptly & correctly within correct time frames and that
custodians sign the AinU Terms of Reference and understand their responsibilities.
OC AFSUP MCTS DCLPA Worthy Down – 1/O Katherine Moggach:
Since January RFA LS specialist training has been undertaken at Worthy Down with DMLS disbanded in April. All
apprentices still attend HMS Raleigh for RFA Induction and Functional Skills element of Apprenticeship.
All training continues through COVID-19 in a reformatted (DG working through middle weekend, ILOC delivered
remotely as much as possible) or shortened (Apprenticeships) form. Liaising with Training Cell to record or
recover any training shortfalls. Several ILOC Knowledge Oral Boards have been held over Skype allowing trainees
to return to ship for additional trips or continue with the training process.
RFA Logistics and Training SO2 – 1/O Tim Hill:
Fleet Solid Support Ship Table Top Tactics - FSS TTT took place at the start of June over three days hosted by the
Maritime Warfare Centre at HMS Collingwood. Over the three days, various operational scenarios were played
out to look at the requirements for FSS and how the Maritime Task Group (MTG) would operate in both the
Carrier Strike and the Littoral role with FSS being the focus of logistical support/maritime sustainability. The
opportunity that FSS delivers to the MTG was clear to see and all stakeholders engaged in the process to shape
and develop current thinking within Maritime Capability Team in Navy Command. Now that we have increased
knowledge of how QEC performs from Westlant18, Westlant19 and her recent OST, it has been useful to have the
opportunity to revisit the operational needs for the FSS ship to ensure these are captured in the latest review of
its requirements. Work continues at pace and we continue to support this important workstream.
Carrier Strike Group 21 (CSG21) - Planning for CSG21 deployment continues and the Solid Support team within
Logs Division is working closely with GLC, Log Plans, AFSUP teams and external stakeholders to develop and
mature the ‘requirement’ for FORT VICTORIA; being the only ship that can support all elements of the Maritime
Task Group (MTG). This work is complex with various challenges along the way; cargo configuration to meet the
requirement, new munitions coming online and availability of Task Group units to practice replenish just some of
the headlines. The team is pushing forward on various fronts including the development and delivery of a new
stowage planning tool, new and updated Replenishment and Handling Specifications and invigorating support
from Platform Support Group and Defence Munitions. This work will ensure all the building blocks are in place for
a successful inaugural deployment for MTG lead by QUEEN ELIZABETH.
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ADVANCEMENTS AND PROMOTIONS
SUMMARY
from 1 st April 2020 – present)

Branch
ME OFFICERS
ME RATINGS
SE OFFICERS
DECK OFFICERS
DECK RATINGS
CIS OFFICERS
CIS RATINGS
LS OFFICERS
CHEFS
STEWARDS
SUPPLY CHAIN
MED TECH

Advancements
40 (16)
3 (0)
15 (12)
6 (0)
3 (0)
0 (0)
3 (0)
0 (0)
2 (2)
0 (0)
0 (0)
2 (2)

Promotions
13 (5)
2 (0)
4 (4)
0 (0)
1 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
2 (0)
1 (1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

TOTALS

71 (29)

23 (10)

Change for each branch since previous bulletin in brackets.

Career Frameworks update:
Engineer Officer – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2021 CDPs.
SE Officer – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2021 CDPs.
Executive Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Engineer Rating – Current version to remain in place for 2020 CDP’s.
Deck Rating – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
LS Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
CIS Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Chefs – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Med Tech – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Supply Chain – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
CIS Rating – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Stewards – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
CDPs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capt (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
C/O (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
1/O (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
2/O (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
C/O(SE) CDP has sat and results distributed.
1/O(SE) CDP has sat and results distributed.
2/O(SE) CDP has sat and results distributed.
3/O(SE) CDP has sat and results distributed.
Capt (X) CDP has sat and results distributed.
C/O(X) CDP has sat.
1/O(X) CDP has sat.
2/O(X) CDP has sat.
3/O(X) CDP has sat.
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RFA ARGUS in the British Virgin Islands

RFA PERS STRAT UPDATE
RFA CONTINUOUS ATTITUDE SURVEY (CAS) 2020 DATE CHANGE – It is intended to launch the RFA Continuous
Attitude Survey from 27 Jul 20 to 18 Sep 20. This is your opportunity to let us know what you think about life in
the RFA. Your views count and make a difference, they provide evidence to argue our case at the highest levels
of both the uniformed and civilian Defence Community to justify and drive through change. The last survey has
resulted in the development of RFA Core Values, Business Goals and the RFA People Vision and also provided
the evidence that enabled us to fund the “three-month appointment” trial. You are strongly encouraged to
complete the survey and have your say to make the RFA a better place to work.
LAUNCH OF THE RFA PEOPLE VISION - The RFA’s People Vision was launched on 24 Jun 20. It is a strategy
document to recognise the value and strength of the RFA as a fighting Arm of the Royal Navy.
The process of formulating a new People Vision has given us the opportunity to take stock, learn from the
lessons of past experience and determine our future goals in light of the challenges ahead.
In order to implement the aims of the People Vision, we need to develop an environment in which we create,
train and retain a fulfilled, resilient workforce. We aim to support our diverse RFA workforce as we move
forward, capitalising on our unique and niche identity within Defence. The Vision is available to read on the
Defence Gateway.

EDITOR’S NOTE
After a very challenging but rewarding two year appointment in RFA Afloat Support and responsibility for
compilation and editing of the RFA Cascade Bulletin, I would like to thank all those personnel who have
supported me in this endeavour. I couldn’t have done it without you, it has endorsed my feelings that one of
the best things about the RFA is its people.
THANK YOU
C/O(LS) Jane Struthers
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RFA deck apprentice’s learning tradition derrick operations.

TRAINING ROUNDUP @ HMS RALEIGH
Since lockdown began in the west country training at HMS RALEIGH has been a continuous beat in the RFA
rhythm. On the 20th April, the latest batch of 8 deck apprentices arrived for the start of their apprenticeship and
now with 2 weeks remaining they have managed to achieve all the key requirements of the theoretical and
practical lessons, with the introduction of social distancing and other COVID 19 precautions.
There have been several changes at the establishment to ensure we all remain safe in the work place, but the RFA
Seamanship instructors always rise to the challenge and have done an excellent job in maintaining the core
training output. The apprentice stewards, who were delayed starting from April, and the new apprentice chef
class have also just joined to do the first 7 weeks of the apprenticeship scheme, including the RFA induction and
functional skills weeks, before they move to WORTHY DOWN for the LS specific trade training.
The global pandemic has caused training issues further down the line with app decks having their Efficient Deck
Hand exams moved later, but this has been adapted to allow the continued training of the Apprentices.
At the other end of the pipeline I have had completed tasks books for the last Apprentice chefs on the older NVQ
based Apprenticeship. App Chef Class 1802 of 6, will now be joining the fleet as Asst Chefs shortly, well done on
the hard work to get this far and all the best for the next stage.
If you would like to try something different then I would encourage you to look at the instructor roles that are
offered in the RFA as they are very rewarding and allow you to shape the future of the branch you are in.
At HMS RALEIGH we now focus on the initial RFA inductions to all apprenticeships and then develop the
seamanship elements with the apprentice decks and boats courses, as well as Line Throwing and GPMG courses.
We also have exciting opportunities within the fleet to be an afloat mentor taking a group of apprentice decks to
sea to shape their first trip to sea.
Training is not just focused on apprenticeships, earlier in the year we ran the first RFA AIB acquaint for those who
wish to follow the Rating to Officer application process. This is an opportunity to receive some personal
development and undertake some mock practical leadership tests and interviews with feedback, which has met
with a very positive response.
Alex Townsend
RFA Training Officer at HMS RALEIGH
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Dress ship for Coronation Day on RFA CARDIGAN BAY in the Gulf

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
The RFA Coaching Practitioner Level 3 courses planned for March and May were cancelled due to Covid-19
restrictions. The course planned for July has been re-scheduled to 11-13 August and is intended to run in HMS
Nelson Learning Hub with a reduced number of delegates to facilitate physical distancing measures. Course dates
for the remainder of the year are: 20-22 October and 17-19 November. This three day course develops coaching
techniques and the skills for maximizing effective communication. Successful completion qualifies delegates for a
Chartered Management Institute (CMI) Level 3 Certificate in Coaching and Mentoring. Applications for places
should be made via your appointer.
Work has been continuing with the development of an RFA Leadership and Management course. The design and
construction of the course is complete, and work is in hand to map the content against CMI accreditation. This
will be a two-week course held at HMS Raleigh; a pilot course is scheduled for February 2021 with regular courses
planned from April 2021. If you’d like to know more about this course, what’s included and how it will run, please
contact either Mr Dickie Henderson (Barry.Henderson110@mod.gov.uk) or 2/O Ian Johnston
(ian.johnston102@mod.gov.uk)
Greenwich Hospital is a charity which supports RN, RM and RFA personnel with a particular focus on personal
development opportunities. The charity offers a small number of bursaries aimed at supporting RFA seafarers to
gain a first degree level qualification. Two RFA seafarers are currently studying for degrees through the Open
University with the GH bursary funding £2000 of each year’s fees. If this might be of interest, details are in RTEM
056-20.
As ever, if you have any queries about the items in this update or any Learning & Development topic, please get in
touch via the contact details below.
Ian Johnston MBE | Second Officer RFA | Learning and Development Organisation (Operations)| Tel: 9380 24482
| Civ: 023 9272 4482 | Mob: 077731 55509 | Waterfront Learning & Development Centre, Building 1-154, PP89,
Main Road, HMNB Portsmouth, Hampshire, PO1 3NH | E-mail: ian.johnston102@mod.gov.uk |
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RFA DACOS PERS OPS UPDATE
COVID 19
COVID 19 has impacted everyone and this has included the Pers Ops team and appointers are now working from
home and can be contacted by e-mail on their personal e-mail addresses and by using the Group e-mail address:
NAVYPERS-RFAAPPOINTERS@mod.gov.ukDiscipline cases are still being investigated and interviews being
conducted by Skype or telephone conference. West Battery remains quiet, but more people are returning to the
office, especially to deal with the revised CDP programme. The guidance document has been continually updated
as new information and is now at Version 3 and remains available on the Defence Gateway. We are utilising the
Government exemption from the UK border quarantine regulations for Seaman and Masters and this will permit
all personnel returning from overseas appointments to commence their leave immediately and return to as
normal as possible life in the current COVID 19 restrictions.
New Initiatives
The Part-Time working and Partial retirement working patterns have now been promulgated at RTEM 087-20 and
we have received our first applications which are now being processed. It is my intent to have the first interviews
to confirm acceptance within the next few weeks. Please remain patient as we work through this new process.
Applications remain open as we have not yet reached the maximum numbers as laid down in the RTEM. This is
your chance to explore more flexible and family friendly ways of working, it certainly deserves a careful read. The
trial for 305 payments continues and all claims should now be submitted electronically direct to DBS, more details
on this are available in the COVID 19 guidance document.
Training
Training courses had been suspended due to COVID 19, but certain courses at military establishments have recommenced. The training section is also planning to utilise a commercial provider to address some of the backlog
in BSSC and ISSC courses to cover the statutory requirements.
Security Clearances
Another aspect of our procedures affected by COVID 19 has been Security Clearances and DVs. DV interviews are
now being conducted by telephone and Security clearances for new joiners have been suspended.
Captain Peter Selby RFA DACOS RFA Personnel:
peter.selby346@mod.gov.uk
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RFA ARGUS on OP BROARDSHARE off the British Virgin Islands

FLEET NAVIGATION OFFICER
As expected, the number of places available to the RFA for navigation training has been reduced in line with the
Navy’s reductions to allow smaller class sizes. This means that, roughly speaking, we are down from two places
per course to one. This will allow training to continue albeit with fewer attendees. Places on navigation courses
will be allocated based on those who have had course places cancelled and rank i.e. if there was an FNO course
with a 2/O and a 3/O attending, the 2/O will be allocated the place as they will be in a position to use an FNO
qualification first. For FNO course attendees, due to the necessity to get FNOs out in the fleet and the paucity of
suitable seagoing assets, you may find that you undertake your assessments in the simulator. There are
occasionally short notice places that become available when other branches of the Service cannot fill their
allocation, so all PNO and FNO candidates should maintain a good level of preparation so that if you are called
with an offer of a place you are in a position to take it.
The simulator at HMS COLLINGWOOD is currently only available for use by certain courses and ship’s bridge
teams from ships which are regenerating or deploying. This means unless you fall into these categories the
simulator is unavailable, which sadly includes the Navigation Preparation Course. Be assured, as soon as I am able
the courses will recommence at the largest capacity we can handle.
Finally, a cautionary tale. The Navigation Training Unit at HMS COLLINGWOOD have instituted a strict policy
prohibiting the bringing, and use of, CDs to navigation courses laden with ‘useful items’ such as reference sets,
LDLs and clearing bearing sets. Bringing these discs breaches the school’s plagiarism policy and will result in
removal from the course. It is perfectly achievable to complete the courses without bringing items from ships,
and it invariably takes longer to double check that a route/LDL/CB set taken from a ship is correct than it is to
construct one yourself.
As ever, if you have any questions regarding Navigation matters or Executive Branch matters in general feel free
to get in touch.
James Wright | First Officer (X)(N) RFA | NAVY AFSUP SOLID NAV SO2 | RFA Fleet Navigating Officer | NCHQ
Leach Building | MP 2-2 | Whale Island | Portsmouth | PO2 8BY |MIL: 93832 5990 | TEL: 023 9262 5990 | TEL
(MOB) 07585 795636| Dii(F) james.wright123@mod.gov.uk<mailto:james.wright123@mod.gov.uk> | NAVY
AFSUP-SOLIDNAVSO2 |
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The delights of the Thursday war on RFA FORT VICTORIA

FOST CORNER
In July 2019 we come to the end of a busy period for the RFA Staff at FOST(S). The rest of 2019 was quieter, and
RFA FOST(S) staff took the opportunity to develop their own personal development through attending courses.
This period also allows us to visit Birkenhead and produce improved scripts for future TIDE class BOST’s but
improved does not mean “harder”. A lot of effort must be spent to safely deliver FOST training, so the full
consequences of pulling a fuse, disabling some machinery or smoking out a compartment must be assessed. If a
safe guard is called FOST(S) Staff must know it was their actions that caused the problem and be ready to quickly
restore the compartment or equipment on line. This full understanding of FOST(S) induced defects is even more
important given that some of the sea riders are not familiar with the ship.
A Multi Discipline Team (MDT) reviewed the FF/DC aspects of FOST(S) training and why RFAs struggled in 2018/19
passing SARC and beyond. One positive to emerge was that additional training should be inserted once a ship has
left the ship repairer, post refit. The new syllabus was named Pre Safety and Readiness Checks Training (PSARC-T)
and rolled out in January on TIDESPRING. The aim of this training is to deliver slow time training ship staff in a non
formal assessment style and coach Ship teams to deal with harbour emergencies and identify if they have the
tools and organisation to successfully pass SARC. FOST(S) are “training the trainer” to aid an enduring solution for
maintaining standards as personnel change.
COVID-19 started to impact on FOST(S) in March 20 as we completed TIDESPRING SARC. She passed and
acknowledged PSARC-T has aided her success. We delivered PSARC-T to FORT VICTORIA and identified a number
of issues, but were unable to support her SARC, which she self-assessed. It was pleasing to note during FORT
VICTORIA BOST she had actioned the PSARC-T pickups and passed her harbour week in BOST, which validated the
effectiveness of PSARC-T. Recently TIDERACE has also completed PSARC-T and again the comments received are
positive and support the effectiveness of this training.
Navy Transformation has seen FOST have a name change to FLEET OPERATIONAL SEA TRAINING and there are a
number of new developments ongoing, including a change to way the Royal Navy deliver their six week BOST (RFA
BOST is four weeks with no change), and looking at alternative methods to improved deployed training, including
increased use of simulation. I expect FOST(S) will continue to evolve and as changes are implemented any impact
to the RFA BOST will become visible.
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Under pressure – HQ1 RFA FORT VICTORIA

FOST CORNER (CONTINUED)
July 2020 sees the departure of the STAFF RFA Bosun CPO(D) Graham Dyer – 2/O(X) Paul Harris is stepping in
temporarily as disappointingly there was no interest displayed from the CPO(D) or PO(D) cadre. We welcome
anyone interested to come and visit us to see what it is about - more interesting and less formal than you would
expect!
MEO9 1/O(SE) Graeme Puxley departs in July after three years in post without relief - we wait to see who or
when someone else will show interest in this important role.
LO3 1/O(LS) David Knight also departs in July and he is negotiating with his relief.
In September SWORFA 1/O(X) Richard Harding hands over to1/O(X) Paul Walton and SWONRFA 1/O(X) Jon
Feaver hands over to 1/O(X) Steve Bell.
On one ship visit I asked if the ship found the documents we had sent to aid preparations useful? “Who has time
to read those -you know how it is?” was the reply. I was disappointed because the team at FOST try to assist
Ship teams prepare, but we require your engagement if this is to succeed. Please continue to engage with the
team here at FOST(S) and do read the literature sent out.
On a final note after over a year in post I have been impressed with the engagement with FOST(S) staff by ship
staff on all the vessels we have trained. It is only through this positive interaction we can work together in a
controlled environment to develop the skills and gain experience to improve the way be conduct our business.
Thank you to everyone for your support.
By Chief Officer Martin Sayer - SRFAO
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RFA TIDEFORCE all at sea

POLAR WATERS; CAN WE REALLY OPERATE THERE?
In 2017 the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) endorsed and brought into force the International Code for
Ships Operating in Polar Waters, known as the Polar Code in short. This stipulates that all new vessels operating
within Polar waters, with keels laid from 01 Jan 2017 and existing vessels undertaking an intermediate survey after
01 Jan 2018, must comply with a unified set of polar operating requirements. The Polar Code supplements existing
IMO documentation in order to increase the safety of ships when operating in Polar areas and to mitigate against
the impact on the people and the environment in the remote waters.
Ships are constructed to varying standards for operating in extreme temperatures and their structure, materials and
equipment (including safety equipment) must be designed to work in those conditions. Crews must also be
appropriately trained for polar operations. The IMO Polar Code provides guidance to shipping on all aspects of polar
waters operations and is spilt into two parts; Part 1 Safety and Part 2 Environment (in line with MARPOL regulations).
If the RFA is to continue to fulfil its role in supporting RN Operations in line with defence tasks, it must be able to
operate in the same areas of the world as the RN fleet. This is, in the future, likely to also involve operations within
the Artic Polar Waters.
But the question is can we really operate there?
As the SO2 Special Projects Officer this is something that I have been tasked with determining. There is often a lot
of confusion between Ice Classifications, Polar Classifications and Polar Code Categories and this has at times driven
assumptions as to the ability of RFA ships to operate in Polar waters. The focus of the project is to determine
whether all, some or none of our RFA flotilla can operate in Arctic Polar waters.
Firstly, to clear up the difference between the International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) ice
classification or polar classification and the categories under the Polar Code. Each and every ship is given a
classification under IACS. Lloyds Register (LR) is the classification society under IACS that the RFA uses for
classification. Within the LR classifications there are Ice Classifications / Notations and also Polar Classifications /
Notations. These classifications / notations are given to a ship based on the structure and design of the ship with
regards to ice thickness, air temperature and sea temperature. The LR / IACS classifications for ice are as follows
from the highest ice classification to the lowest:
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POLAR WATERS; CAN WE REALLY OPERATE
THERE? (CONTINUED)
Classification

Ice description (Based on WMO Sea Ice Nomenclature)

Polar Class 1

Year-round operation in all polar waters

Polar Class 2

Year-round operation in moderate multi-year ice conditions

Polar Class 3

Year-round operation in second-year ice, which may include multi-year ice inclusions

Polar Class 4

Year-round operation in thick first-year ice, which may include old ice inclusions

Polar Class 5

Year-round operation in medium first-year ice, which may include old ice inclusions

Polar Class 6

Summer / autumn operation in medium first-year ice, which may include old ice
inclusions

Polar Class 7

Summer / autumn operation in thin first-year ice, which may include old ice
inclusions

1AS

Over 50cm thickness of ice (Added strengthening above a 1A class ship)

1A

Over 50cm thickness of ice

1B

30 – 50cm thickness of ice

1C

15 – 30cm thickness of ice

1D

10 – 15cm thickness of ice

The lower ice classes (1AS and below) are based on ice found in the Baltic regions rather than the Polar regions,
but this does not mean that it is not possible to operate in Polar waters. As a cross reference, the lowest Polar
Classes (PC 6 and PC 7) are roughly equivalent to the two highest LR Ice Classes (1A Super and 1A, respectively).
However, these classifications are NOT the same as a Polar Code category as determined under the Polar Code.
As the earth warms and the Arctic summers become even milder the impact on ice melt is ever greater which
means that the desire to operate in the Arctic Polar waters along the Northern sea route is increasing for a number
of shipping companies.
In order for a ship to operate in Polar waters there is now the requirement to have a Polar Code Certificate. This
is issued based on demonstrating compliance with a number of goal-oriented regulations as described in the Polar
Code.
Under the Polar Code there are three categories which are as follows:
1.
Category A – Ships designed for operation in polar waters in at least medium first year ice, which may
include old ice inclusions.
2.
Category B – Ships not included in category A, designed for operation in polar waters in at least thin first
year ice, which may include old inclusions.
3.
Category C – Designed to operate in open water or in ice conditions less severe than those included in
categories A and B.
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RFA TIDESPRING in Plymouth Sound.

POLAR WATERS; CAN WE REALLY OPERATE THERE?
(CONTINUED)
The definitions for the types of ice above are as follows:
1.

Medium first year ice means first year ice with a thickness of 0.7m to 1.2m thickness.

2.

Thin first year ice means ice with a thickness of 0.3m to 0.7m thickness.

3.
Open water means a large area of freely navigable water in which sea ice is present in concentrations less
than 1/10. No ice of land origin (formed on land or in an ice shelf) is present.
So…… the answer to the question can we really operate there? Is, in simple terms, YES.
Based on these definitions alone it is possible for RFA ships to operate in Polar waters. However, as stated there are
a number of goal-based regulations that have to be achieved and ice classifications, structure and design are just a
few of the boxes that need to be ticked. It is therefore, my responsibility to fully understand the requirements and
using a specific risk assessment model called POLARIS, determine which ships can comply with the regulations and
are therefore viable for operations in the Arctic Polar Waters. The operating parameters and limitations also need
to be established as it would not be possible to comply with the regulations all year round because of the expected
ice conditions at certain times of the year.
This work is very much ongoing but already well established and it is expected that final decisions on the ability to
conduct future Arctic Polar Operations including compliance with the requirements and operational limitations will
be made by the end of 2020.
1/O(X) Emma Elgar – AFSUP Special Projects SO2
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Fleet Engineering Personnel
The CSO(E) team consists of the following Staff Officers:
CSO(E) Capt(E) Terry Edwards M: 07827 822026/E: terry.edwards107@mod.gov.uk
AM SO1 (Availability Manager) C/O(SE) John Perkins M: 07836 635547/E: john.perkins253@mod.gov.uk
ME SO2 (Marine Engineering SME) 1/O(E) Alan Hart M:07841 700394/E: alan.hart106@mod.gov.uk
SE SO2 (Systems Engineering SME) 1/O(SE) Bob Cocking E:robert.cocking102@mod.gov.uk
ME SO3 (Port Agency Contract) 3/O(E) Sherwyn Blake M:07717 816621/E: sherwyn.blake102@mod.gov.uk
Captain Edwards and C/O Perkins are currently working from NCHQ (Tel: 02392 62 5299) and from home on a
weekly rotation, all other CSO(E) Staff Officers are working from home during the coronavirus lockdown and can
be reached via email, Skype and on the mobile numbers above.
GPTME Calibration
Calibration of GPTME by DECA has been hampered by COVID-19. The use of MoD form 1914 to request an
extension to the calibration date is available to alleviate this problem. Be advised that the calibration date can
only be extended by ¼ of the calibration periodicity & can only be applied once for each individual equipment.
DECA are returning to work but have a backlog. A useful contact within DECA is: Debbie Tong, Calibration Customer Support
(Opening Hours: 09:00 – 16:00hrs Mon – Thurs, 09:00 – 13:00hrs Fri)
Telephone: Military: 95541 7365, Direct Dial: +44 (0) 1244 847365 E: Debbie.Tong@DECA.MOD.UK
Defence Electronics & Components Agency,
TEPL Customer Support Service Desk (Building 13),
MoD Sealand, Welsh Road, Sealand, Deeside, Flintshire CH5 2LS
Their MODNET pages have recently been updated with FAQ’s and other useful links. Please search MODNET
SharePoint for ‘DECA calibration’
Log Off Tag Out (LOTO)
Due to an increase in NLIMS incidents, a decision was taken in 2017 to update the RFA’s LOTO policy to align with
industry best practise. The RFA policy will be based on BRd 167 Chapter 13, adapted for RFA implementation. The
process of securing funding for the procurement of new LOTO devices is underway and further information on
the new LOTO policy and ordering LOTO devices will be promulgated in due course.
SE Officer ETO CoC
RTEM P014/19 describes the process whereby existing RFA Systems Engineer Officers may gain an Electro
Technical Officer Certificate of Competency (ETO CoC) via ‘Grandfather Rights’ (MSN1860(M) Route 3.3). The
MCA have agreed to extend the end date for the issue of a Notice of Eligibility (NOE) for existing RFA SEs by 12
months, from 01 January 2020 to 01 January 2021 (MSN1860 para 3.3.2 refers). The latest date to submit the CoC
Application form (MSF 4259) to the MCA is therefore extended to 30 November 2020. All eligible SEs who have
yet to apply for a NOE are strongly encouraged to do so. Please keep 1/O(SE) Bob Cocking AFSUP SE SO2
robert.cocking102@mod.gov.uk) informed of progress and training requirements.
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Exchange of the Marine Evacuation System on RFA LYME BAY

Platform Familiarisation
Reference: RTEM 041/20. A reminder for MEOs and SEOs that copies of completed Platform Familiarisation
Certificates are to be forwarded to the relevant Appointer and AFSUP. Please send NCHQ copies (soft copies
preferred) to:
ME: 1/O(E) A Hart AFSUP ME SO2. alan.hart106@mod.gov.uk
SE: 1/O(SE) R Cocking AFSUP SE SO2., robert.cocking102@mod.gov.uk
Postal address: Afsup, NCHQ, Leach Building, MP2-2, Whale Island, Portsmouth, PO2 8BY.
Career Development Panels
This year's SE Officer Career Development Panels (CDPs) are now complete and promotion/banding details have
been issued. The SE and ME Officer Career Development Frameworks (CDFs) for 2021 CDPs have been reviewed
and should be re-issued shortly. Both CDFs now include improved guidance on the scope of evidence to be
provided. Please read carefully and use the guidance wisely.
The ME Senior and Junior Ratings CDPs are currently being undertaken, with CSO(E), HR and a moderator on the
panel; completion is expected by the 19th June. A number of personnel were found to have had no PDRs on
record, and in some instances, it was over 2 years since the last one had been received. It is incumbent on the
individuals and their LMs to ensure a PDR is completed at the end of each appointment. It was also apparent that
there were a number of mandatory qualifications that had been allowed to lapse with no evidence of any request
to regain. The lack of mandatory qualifications held reduces the pool of personnel available to fill specialist billets
and increases the frequency of repeat appointing in that role. It is also holding back progression of those who do
hold the required qualifications. This will be further investigated on completion of the current round of CDPs.
The SE CDPs highlighted a number of common issues which are relevant for all personnel. Evidence presented in
the PDR must reflect the requirements in the Performance and Experience columns in the appropriate Rank/Band
table. Evidence must also be related to the specific systems listed in the Targeted Areas of Development table at
Annex A and meet the rank expectation detailed in the applicable Core Performance Areas (CPAs) at Annex B.
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Maintenance, Safety & Legislation and Leadership & Man Management evidence should be presented in the
appropriate areas in the PDR. Where there is no direct correlation (Administration and Wider MoD Engagement),
evidence may be presented in any suitable competency area, and annotated accordingly (i.e. Admin, WME).
Evidence must be specific and describe how you demonstrate competencies; generic statements are not
sufficient. It should be STAR (Situation, Task, Action, Result) formatted and may be presented in bullet points and
note form. It is important to agree objectives that are SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timely)
at the start of an appointment, and regularly review them. Recommended objectives have been included in the
'performance' sections of the revised SE CDF, which should be used to ensure the required evidence is captured
by the Job Holder.
Maintenance Management
The management of overdue SCPM/UMMS tasks is subject to regular MCA scrutiny during audits. It is vital that
maintainers look forward to tasks becoming due in the weeks and months ahead to ensure equipment downtime
is planned and spares placed on demand where necessary in good time. CEOs may wish to incorporate an
overview of maintenance tasks, to include planning for critical machinery downtime and spares requirements, into
Maintenance Managers Meetings.

Getting UMMS and SCPM up and running post-refit is burdensome for Ships’ Staff that are busy commissioning
systems, often with personnel gaps and limited SQEP. The requirement to manage UMMS/SCPM overdue tasks
within KPIs is therefore rarely met, with recent instances of ships emerging from refit carrying nearly 1000
overdue maintenance tasks.
The MCA continue to take a keen interest in our Maintenance Management Systems, and it is important that
Ships’ Staff keep abreast of routine maintenance through the upkeep period. There are a number of measures
that can help manage this problem:
- Short term tasks are ‘paused’ IAW BR875 Chapter 20 Para 2020(p) (SCPM) and (q) (UMMS).
- Expedite/Isherwoods resources are made available before, during and after the Upkeep Period to assist
and support Ships’Staff maintaining the MMS database.
- Requests for post-refit contractor support to drive down overdue routine maintenance can generally be
accommodated by FTS.
It is crucial that Ships’ Staff standing-by refits continue to undertake routine maintenance tasks that are scheduled
during upkeep (where possible) and update UMMS/SCPM accordingly.
A&As.
Ships’ Staff are encouraged to highlight capability shortfalls via Alteration and Addition (A&A) procedures, which
are described in BR875 Volume 2. 1/O Alan Hart manages the A&A process within NCHQ. A&A scrutiny meetings
with appropriate SME involvement are held regularly, prior to the Design Control Boards (DCBs) which are held
every 3 months by North and South Cluster Support Teams. Despite the COVID-19 lockdown, A&As are currently
still being processed and submitted for consideration by the Design Control Boards (DCBs).
Lube oil Sampling.
New guidance on the procedures for conducting onboard Lub Oil sample testing and the recording of results in
UMMS/SCPM is being developed. An RTEM will be released in due course .
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT PANEL 2020 PROGRAMMME
The HR Development Team have amended the original CDP Annual timetable and rescheduled those panels that
have not taken place since March (Schedule below). The intention is to recommence in May, starting with the Deck
Officers. Following the panel, please be assured the HR Dev Team will endeavour to issue the results as soon as
possible but no later than two months after the panel convened. However, I would value your patience at this time
as panels are being sat back to back to ensure you are all assessed this year, and the amount of paperwork
generated from this will be immense. Appeals will be looked at in due course, however the current priority during
these unprecedented times, is for the panels to sit.
OPS/CIS
JANUARY
FEBRUARY

MARCH

Capt(X)

TECH
Capt(E)
C/O(E)
1/O(E)
2/O(E)
3/O(E)
C/O(SE)
1/O(SE)
2/O(SE)
3/O(SE)

LS

APRIL

MAY

C/O(X)
1/O(X)
2/O(X)

JUNE

3/O(X)

JULY

SG1A
CPO(D)
PO(D)
LH(D)

AUGUST

CPO(E)
PO(E)
LH(E)
MM1

SEPTEMBER

2/O(C)

C/O(LS)
1/O(LS)
2/O(LS)
3/O(LS)
CPO(CH)
PO(CH)
LH(CH)
ASST(CH)

OCTOBER

CPO(C)
PO(C)
LH(C)
CR1

MEDTECH
CPO(STWD)
PO(STWD)
LH(STWD)
STWD
CPO(SC)
PO(SC)
LH(SC)

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

For queries, please contact the RFA HR Development Team NavyPers-RfaHRDevTeam@mod.gov.uk
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The View from RFA LYME BAY in Plymouth
Whole-force in action on RFA LYME BAY during OP BARRYTONE

RFA PROMOTIONS

Executive Branch

The following RFA Personnel were approved for substantive promotion
Engineering Branch
Logistics Supply Branch
To Chief Officer ( Systems
Engineer)

To Leading Hand (Chef)
ASST(CH) Gouldson, P

1/O(SE) Dowse, SMC
To Second Officer (Systems
Engineer)
3/O(SE) Barton, JC
3/O(SE) Pascoe, DT
3/O(SE) Gilmour R
To Second Officer (Engineer)
3/O (E) Peter, S
3/O (E) Watson, R
3/O(E) Corner, AC
3/O(E) Carey, D
3/O(E) Crossan, B
Congratulations to all of those listed above.
Issued by the RFA HR Development Team
Email: NAVY PERS-RFA HR DEV TEAM (MULTIUSER)
Address: RFA PERS OPS, West Battery MPG-1, Whale Island, Portsmouth, PO2 8DX
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MINDFULNESS
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Cadet innovation - The Tuckshop RFA TIDESPRING

PADRES PARISH
Hi all,
I am extremely pleased to welcome the arrival of a colleague to the pastoral team for the RFA. Mrs Debbie Sutton
has recently been appointed as the very first Aggie Weston’s pastoral worker specifically for the RFA. We are still
working out how this is going to operate in more detail, but both Debbie and I are very much committed to being
available as and when you might need us. It is envisaged that Debbie will be present when people come through
Phoenix for courses and be available via phone and email and to promote Storybook Waves.
We have recently employed the services of a renowned liturgist Tom Clammer to write a prayer for the RFA (see
below). This will now sit alongside the specific prayers of the other 5 arms of the Navy and will be used both at
services and when we hold formal events such as commissioning services.
The RFA Prayer by Tom Clammer
God our Father,
you replenish and restore our faith;
guide and bless the men and women of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary,
and those whom we serve alongside;
prosper our endeavours,
preserve us in peace,
keep our course true,
and bring us at the last to safe haven
through him whose voice the wind and waves obey,
even Jesus Christ our Lord.
Prayers and blessings Phill (RFA Chaplin) PHILLIP.AMEY100@mod.gov.uk
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Aggie Weston’s Pastoral worker for the RFA, Debbie Sutton

AGGIE WESTON PASTORAL WORKER FOR THE RFA
The height of a pandemic is not a great time to start a new job! My name is Debbie Sutton and I believe I am the
very first Pastoral Worker supported by Aggie Weston’s to be in post for the RFA. I will be working with the
RFA Chaplain.
My background before now has been in the NHS as a dietitian, so I have much to learn about how the RFA works
and what is involved for those who are part of it. So, one of the first things I will be aiming to do is to get out and
explore what goes on in West Battery and track down as many RFA people as I can to try and find out what they
do.
As a Pastoral Worker (PW) I am here to offer support to all RFA personnel in any way that will enable and
encourage them to carry out their job effectively and with enthusiasm. Generally, I hope that will be as a
listening ear for anything that is bothering people. That may be an issue that you have left at home; or having to
work alongside someone you don’t find easy; or simply feeling life is a bit of a grind and you would like a moan.
Whatever it is, it will be being told to someone who is totally independent; it won’t get passed on to anyone in
your Chain of Command unless you want it to. If you have concerns that need more expert help, I will be able to
signpost you to someone who is properly qualified to help you.
One of the practical things I can offer is ‘Storybook Waves’. This is a brilliant idea that enables anyone due to be
deployed to record a favourite story. The story is then sent to your children or grandchildren for them to listen to
you reading to them even when you are away. The whole process is provided free and I can arrange a session to
do the recording when convenient.
I know you all pass through the Phoenix Building at regular intervals. I share the Chaplains Office on HMS
Excellent, alongside the Church in Building 18, with facilities for cups of tea and coffee and possibly cake on a
good day. I am generally here Monday – Thursday mornings, so if you have some slack and would like a chat, do
drop by.
Contact details: Debbie Sutton, Pastoral Worker.
Email: Deborah.sutton111@mod.gov.uk
Mobile: 077 7315 7698
RFA Cascade
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COMEDY CORNER

A couple of extracts from daily orders:
Trouble Int’mill on TDRE during sea trials; it looks like the pressure cooker in the Galley finally blew:
GALLEY RADIO: A fight broke out in the galley yesterday. It all started with both Lees throwing salt and pepper all
over the Chief Cook and telling him he was now a seasoned professional. Well then the chefs started throwing
jars of condiments at the stewards, it was Hellman. I tried to wade in and break it up but they were throwing
pasta by this point and you cannelloni do so much. ‘V’ and Paul ganged up on Jack in what can only be described
as a Sous-icide attempt, meanwhile Claire was heard to say, ‘aw crepe, I don’t have thyme for this’. Simon went
out all buns glazing and was lucky to escape with his knife. Meanwhile Georgie’s trying to a salt the Second
steward and telling Brian, ‘Doughnut hold me back!’. Now I need to do them all with a salt and batter, eh? Cod,
Damnit.
‘…THIS JUST IN: The Egyptian Gov’t has instructed Cairo city taxis to drive around sounding their horns. It’s hoped
that a return to familiar city sounds will help restore calm following COVID. Operation Toot ‘n’ Calm ‘em will start
tomorrow…’
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HMS Kent RAS with RFA TIDESPRING

COMPLIANCE UPDATE
PAY NOW/CHECK LATER TRIAL - UPDATE.
As you are aware, the Pay Now/Check Later trial for 305 T & S claims commenced in March 2020. Due to the
current unprecedented times it has been a slow start, but we are now starting to gather pace as we move to the
‘new normal’ way of working. A few issues have come to our attention since commencement and I would like to
remind you all of the important points to remember when submitting 305 claims.
If you submit your 305 T & S claim from your MODNET account, you must ensure that you also email it to your
personal account as well as DBS and the RFA Compliance (T & S Multiuser). There have been incidents where a
305 has not been sent to RFA Compliance and when a request is made to supply a copy we have been advised
that a copy is not available as it was sent from the MODNET account and the individual either no longer has the
laptop or the post has ceased. As per policy, you must keep a copy and be able to produce it on request, for audit
purposes, for a period of three tax years after the tax year in which the claim is made (either electronic or paper
copy).
When claiming for PMMA (private mileage) there must be a completed FMT102 and a copy of your vehicle
insurance certificate clearly showing ‘Business Use’ for the vehicle used. These details will be updated on
Magellan and copies of the documentation held in your personal file. If you have the use of several vehicles, the
completed FMT102/Insurance certificate is required for each vehicle. When claiming subsistence for food whilst
staying in a hotel/attending a course, you are only able to claim receipted actuals. For example, the amount of
£22.50 is not a flat rate for an evening meal. If you spend £14.00, you only claim £14.00 and you MUST retain the
itemised receipt to support the claim. Any cost for alcohol must be removed. If your claim is randomly selected
for Audit, you will be asked to forward the itemised receipts corresponding to the claim. Please be aware that
Bank/Credit Card receipts are not acceptable as supporting evidence for Audit purposes. As a process to aid the
trial, when emailing the completed 305 to the RFA T & S multiuser account, it would help if all itemised receipts
to validate the claim could be attached at this time, this will speed up the process if your 305 is selected for audit.
If receipts are not attached, failure to provide supporting itemised receipts when requested will result in your
claim being deemed invalid and therefore any monies you have already been paid/received will have to be repaid
to DBS. Failure to adhere to the 305 T & S Policy could also result in your referral to Case Management.
I would like to reiterate; this current process is only a trial. I hope that personnel continue to engage with the
current audit process, and after the trial is completed and the data is gathered, it is deemed a success which will
ultimately allow us to continue with this ‘smarter’ way of working. If the trial is considered a failure, there would
be no alternative but to return to the previous submission process and the delays that come with it. Please
therefore follow the guidance and ensure its success. If you require any help or support with 305 claims please
contact either: - Karen Jupe - karen.jupe100@mod.gov.uk (currently working from home)

Joanne Sanders - joanne.sanders112@mod.gov.uk (currently working from home)
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Photograph by LH(SC) Jonathan Grace

RFA TIDERACE CLAPS FOR THE NHS
RFA Tiderace has recently spent a little bit of time in the City of Liverpool, occupying prestigious berths including
the exclusive No 3 North Branch at Canada Dock. 20200506-TDRE_Canada_Dock.jpg
It was during this time encouraged by the XO, C/O Steve McMenemy, that members of the ship’s company were
keen to demonstrate appreciation for the frontline NHS Workers, Keyworkers and Carers and various support
staff during the Covid-19 Pandemic. “It’s been important to show support to our NHS and key workers, as well as
to engage with the local community; so, it was pleasing to see the ship’s company coming together with unity of
purpose to display our appreciation”
The first clap for our carers national applause took place on Thursday, 26th March 2020 and following RFA
TIDERACE’s live on board and move across to the other side of the Mersey late April, it wasn’t long before ship’s
company got in the spirit, braving downpours, glorious evening sunshine and minding ears on the upper deck.
By the time the ship moved to Pier Head, occupying the berth normally reserved for Cunard Lines and Disney
Cruises RFA TIDERACE had got the occasion down to a fine art, with personnel lining the upper deck, and main
deck at 8pm every Thursday, ship’s whistle being sounded for a minute followed by an excerpt of The Beatles, “All
you Need is Love” over the ship’s upper deck Main Broadcast. A ship on a high profile berth such as the Cruise
Terminal is always going to draw a crowd and by our second Thursday it became apparent that people were using
their daily exercise to pass the ship at 8pm on a Thursday night.
STWD Paul White, local to the area took the opportunity to view the ship’s participation from shore, “I could see
that people were becoming very emotional during the two minutes appreciation, one lady I noticed had tears in
her eyes. There seemed to be a respect from the onlookers along the pier for the efforts the ship’s company took
to show their appreciation for the NHS”
20200608-TDRE_NHS_Clap/IMG-5198.jpg
20200430-NHS_Clap.jpg
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THE ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY ASSOCIATION
…letter from Kilimanjaro
In 1967 I sailed in RFA Fort Dunvegan and whilst supporting the Beira Patrol often frequently called at Mombasa.
These visits allowed us to go on safaris and it was on one of these that I first saw the Mount Kilimanjaro at 19,340
feet (5,895M) it’s the highest free-standing mountain in the world and thought wow I wouldn’t mind climbing that.
But Mombasa visits were only ever for a few days, so the ambition was put on hold. Now 53 years later and long
after retirement three of us, Rufus Dunne, Paul Lloyd and I) mostly the wrong side of 70, thought we would have
a go. That resulted in us setting out for Tanzania in January. It’s on the equator so it must be warm we thought.
Well it might be at sea level but at the summit it is Arctic conditions. Cold and snow everywhere even your drinking
water freezes! We flew to Moshi in Tanzania and prepared to climb and camp on the mountain for six nights.
We obeyed our guides and over the first four days gradually gained height and became accustomed to the rarefied
air. Then we arrived at the Kibo Hut and prepared for the final assault. We set off at midnight for a punishing sixhour climb to Gilman’s Point (18,651 ft) first and then onto Uhuru Peak (19,340 ft). Its white everywhere but a
grand view of Tanzania and Kenya.
Then of course all you have to do is get down again!

Stay safe!
If you are interested in joining, visit:
http://www.rfa-association.org.uk/

We have signed up to Amazon Smile. Use the link below access qualifying Amazon purchases and donate 0.5% of
the purchase price to the RFAA. NB you must use this link. Normal accessing the Amazon website will not give
access to the Smile area.
https://smile.amazon.co.uk/ch/1093950-0
Thank you to all who have donated. During the first quarter of this year we received £22.52. Not a vast sum, but
every little helps!
smile.amazon.co.uk
Support Royal Fleet Auxiliary Association by shopping at smile.amazon.co.uk.
When you shop at smile.amazon.co.uk, Amazon will donate to Royal Fleet Auxiliary…
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A moral boosting mail deliver to RFA CARDIGAN BAY

FAREWELL AND THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE
LEAVERS FROM THE RFA SERVICE
PO(SC) RAYSON
CPO(SC) EDNEY
3/O(E) MACKINDER
2/O(X) BLAMIRES
LH(D) VINCENT

SG1A HOLMES
PO(C) CLAYTON
L/MAN CAIRNS
ASST(CH) TAYLOR

C/O(X) MANLEY
PO(C) Jones
SG1A MURRAY
CPO(SC) MCDOWELL

SOLUTION TO THE HISTORIC RFA SHIPS ANAGRAMS
Anagram
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Bahrain surefoot
Agnes overview
Dene learn
Bhopal dies
Git reused
Crete fido
Caveman wormed
Tiddler trombone
Enter rugs
Crank garble

RFA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Fort Beauharnois
Wave Sovereign
Ennerdale
Bishopdale
Tidesurge
Tideforce
Wave Commander
Robert Middleton
Resurgent
Black Ranger

RFA PUZZLE : COUNTRY CODE
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